CASE REPORT

Atypical Form of Congenital Excavated Anomaly of the Optic Disc With Characteristics of Peripapillary Staphyloma and Morning Glory Anomaly

ABSTRACT
We present a 51-year-old female with a unilateral congenital excavated optic disc anomaly. After clinical examination and appropriate diagnostic procedures we were unable to determine with certainty whether it is a morning glory anomaly or a peripapillary staphyloma. The atypical finding was an optic disc with characteristics of both states. The affected eye had almost normal visual acuity (0.9 Snellen chart), which is a rare finding in congenital anomaly of the optic disc. Confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (Heidelberg Retina Tomograph, HRT 3.0) was not of diagnostic value in comparison with optical coherence tomography (OCT).
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A 51-year-old Caucasian woman with no visual complaints went to her local ophthalmologist for an eye examination after developing peripheral paresis of the left facial nerve. Cranial CT findings were within the normal range, and an ENT specialist found no abnormality. With the exception of peripheral facial nerve paralysis, neurological findings were normal.

The patient’s best-corrected visual acuity was OD: 0.9 and OS: 1.0 distance (Snellen chart) and Jaeger 1 near for both eyes. Her color vision, external examination, slit lamp biomicroscopy, intraocular pressures, and motility were all normal in both eyes. Funduscopic examination was normal in the left eye with an optic nerve cup to disc ratio of 0.2-0.3. Dilated funduscopic examination of the right eye showed significant excavation on the posterior globe, in which the optic disc was hardly recognizable. It had a poorly visible temporal border and the appearance of hyperpigmentation at the 12 o’clock position of the excavation. Blood vessels radiating from the papillary region seemed to be increased in number and appeared tortuous in the center of the excavation. The macula and periphery were normal (Figure 1).

A deep excavation was noted on an ultrasonography B-scan of the right eye. Automated perimetry showed an enlarged blind spot and a relative superior altitudinal defect on the right and a full field on the left. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) revealed a deeply seated right optic nerve and the depth of staphyloma was measured 1.2 mm. Retinal pigment epithelium showed significant atrophic changes (Figure 2). OCT of the left optic disc showed it to be normal.
most likely mild form. Its adequate function was concluded that this atypical optic disc is a congenital anomaly, after completion of all diagnostic procedures, we concluded that this atypical optic disc is a congenital anomaly, most likely mild form. Its adequate function was confirmed by the fact that the patient had almost normal visual acuity. However, we were unable to determine with certainty whether the anomaly is a peripapillary staphyloma or a morning glory anomaly, because the atypical optic disc had characteristics of both conditions.

Discussion

Congenital excavated optic disc anomalies include optic disc coloboma, morning glory disc anomaly, peripapillary staphyloma, megalopapilla, and optic pit. These are all extremely rare conditions, which are most commonly are found in early childhood when they cause decreased vision, strabismus and nystagmus. In both morning glory disc anomaly and peripapillary staphyloma, an excavation of the posterior globe surrounds and incorporates the optic disc. Usually, these conditions are associated with unilateral appearing. Visual acuity in the involved eye may be minimally or severely affected, depending on the extent of lesion. These disc anomalies may be associated with other congenital disorders of the eye; often they accompany central nervous system malformations or renal hypoplasia, where they are part of an autosomal dominant condition called renal coloboma syndrome (RCS) or papillorenal syndrome. In addition, these optic disc anomalies may be associated with retinal detachment, retinochisis, macular edema, choroidal neovascularisation and lipid exudation. Rarely are they associated with the optic disc contractility.

In peripapillary staphyloma the area around the disc is deeply excavated, with atrophic changes in the retinal pigment epithelium. The disc remains well-defined, relatively normal in appearance with an absence of glial and vascular anomalies. As opposed to the morning glory disc anomaly, the blood vessels in the peripapillary staphyloma lesion have a normal pattern. Unlike other excavated optic disc anomalies, peripapillary staphyloma is rarely associated with other congenital defects or systemic diseases.

Morning glory disc anomaly has a less deep funnel-shaped excavation, along with a grossly anomalous, poorly defined optic disc, including a white tuft of glial tissue that covers the central portion of the cup. Blood vessels appear to be increased in number and emanate from the edge of the disc. After arising from the disc, the vessels turn sharply at the edge of the cup and follow an abnormally straight pattern within the peripapillary region.

In our case, optic disc was poorly defined, deeply seated at the bottom of the excavation, without central tuft of glial tissue and with blood vessels abnormal according to the number and arrangement. Due to the atypical form of this optic disc which has the same qualities of peripapillary staphyloma and morning glory anomaly, problem appeared in establishing the diagnosis between these two conditions.

We used two important diagnostic tools for structural analysis of the optic disc: optical coherence tomography (OCT) and confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (Heidelberg Retina Tomograph, HRT, 3.0). We were interested in establishing their ability to distinguish optic disc head, as in our case, from a normal optic disc. OCT showed significant atrophic changes in retinal pigment epithelium and structural changes most similar to those in peripapillary staphyloma. In contrast, HRT 3.0 showed poorly ability to detect structural changes on this atypical disc.

In summary, this case presents an atypical optic disc with characteristics of both peripapillary staphyloma and morning glory anomaly. An accurate diagnosis is still unclear. Because we found no other ocular or systemic congenital disorders usually associated with morning glory disc anomaly, we believe that the malformed optic disc presented in our case is likely a variant of peripapillary staphyloma. The retention of good visual acuity by our patient is rare in cases like this, so we believe that it is a mild
form. Our findings of visual field, coupled with results from ultrasonography and OCT are important for understanding the structure and function of the optic nerve like this as well as for further monitoring. Finally, we assert that HRT 3.0 is not useful for differentiation of abnormal from normal optic discs in cases like this.
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